In order to properly characterize and account for anticipated Measure A Bond projects in the 2009-10 fiscal year, staff recommends that the following new Measure A Bond project numbers be created:

- **Project No. 3-35 Health and Safety Projects, in the amount of $500,000**
  Project no. 3-35 is created to address the need for various health and safety improvements that are of immediate concern. Examples include organic chemistry ventilation; biology lab ventilation; science building(s) code issues; ceramics lab improvements; and photography lab improvements. The necessity for these projects has been confirmed by various 3rd party assessments. The exact scope of the work has yet to be finalized, and thus the project no. 3-35 budget may need to be adjusted in the future.

- **Project No. 3-36 Limited Scope Bond Projects, in the amount of $200,000**
  Project no. 3-36 is created to accommodate various smaller Fremont Campus projects that might be executed as Measure A Bond Funds are depleted. The projects will be consistent with the intent of the Measure A Bond. Examples include demolition of building 25 and building 26, as well as correction of ADA parking and certain ADA bathroom improvements.

Funds for the above shall come from Measure A Bond Unallocated Contingency.

**RECOMMENDATION:**
The President/Superintendent recommends that the Board of Trustees approve creation of Measure A Bond Project #3-35 and #3-36.